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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The number of mechanical handling incidents in the UK offshore industry remained at an
unacceptably high level towards the end of the 1990s. Consequently HSE introduced a Key
Programme of work in 2001 that aimed to reduce the number of offshore lifting and mechanical
handling accidents and dangerous occurrences by 15 % over a three-year period.
One element of this is to increase awareness of the issues and seek to improve and monitor the
competence of personnel involved with offshore lifting operations, especially crane operators.
Traditional training courses cannot usually provide trainee exposure to the type of operating
conditions that may give rise to accidents if inappropriate actions are taken. With this in mind
HSE commissioned Drilling Systems (UK) Ltd to develop an integrated training package based
around a sophisticated crane simulator to provide crane operator exposure to simulated normal
and dangerous conditions in a safe training environment. Industry partners A1 Safety Training
Consultants Ltd, Shell UK Ltd, Sparrows Offshore Services Ltd and Special Maintenance
Services Ltd provided substantial technical support during the course of the project. A high
level of assistance was also provided by Kenz Cranes B.V.
The training package was developed by Drilling Systems (UK) Ltd with substantial assistance
from industry partner, A1 Safety Training Consultants. The package incorporates a document
that identifies key areas for crane operator training and assessment and includes instruction on
how these key areas may be addressed using the simulator.
The prototype crane simulator is significantly more sophisticated than the system initially
envisaged. A number of conceptual changes incorporated during its development ensured that
the very latest in simulation computer technology was incorporated. The simulator is unique in
that it offers the opportunity to practice the lifting and laying down of loads between a moving
(floating) rig and moving supply vessels, together with the possibility of benchmarking crane
operator competency.
The crane simulator, trade-named KraneSIM-6000 was launched at the 7th Offshore Cranes
Conference in Aberdeen in April 2002, supported by a paper presented by Drilling Systems’
Managing Director, Julian Jones entitled “Introduction of Competency Based assessment of
Offshore Crane Operators”.
This report concludes that there is great scope for expansion of the simulation facilities so far
developed. In particular, it is recognised that training and competency testing of teams of
personnel such as the banksman and supply ship’s master could be integrated into crane
simulator training scenarios and that this approach offers great potential for reducing the
number of crane related accidents. On launching the simulator at the 7th Offshore Crane
Conference, an introduction to this possibility was offered by demonstration of the banksman’s
view of crane operation being seen through a VR (Virtual Reality) headset. It was apparent
from the response of conference delegates that this level of interaction would mark a real step
forward in raising offshore crane training standards.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The number of mechanical handling incidents in the UK offshore industry has remained at an
unacceptably high level for the past 5 years. With the introduction of more mechanised
equipment into the offshore environment, especially in the drilling area, the HSE has recognised
the need to reduce the incident frequency by implementing schemes that will improve safety and
reduce injuries and risk to personnel.
The introduction of a pilot scheme to assess, raise and monitor the competency of crane
operators to a recognised level could provide a basis for a wider scheme of industry codes of
practice. This could address all personnel involved in the operation of lifting equipment aboard
offshore platforms and drilling rigs. Such a pilot scheme, if adopted throughout the industry,
would offer a passport of competence to UK employees that could be used to demonstrate
ability to employers and conversely identify those individuals requiring special training to
improve their skills. Consequently, HSE has introduced a Key Programme of work that aims to
reduce the number of offshore lifting and mechanical handling accidents and dangerous
occurrences by 15 % over a three-year period. One element of this key programme is to
increase awareness of the issues and to seek to improve and monitor the competence of
personnel involved with offshore lifting operations, especially crane operators.
Traditional training courses cannot usually provide trainee exposure to the type of operating
conditions that may give rise to accidents if inappropriate actions are taken. With this in mind
HSE commissioned Drilling Systems (UK) Ltd to develop a crane simulator to provide crane
operator exposure to simulated normal and dangerous conditions in a safe training environment.
This document reports on the findings and developmental and technical issues encountered
during the project.
The simulator was developed with the aid of substantial technical support by industry partners:
¾A1 Safety training Consultants Ltd
¾Shell UK Ltd
¾Sparrows Offshore Services Ltd
¾Special Maintenance Services Ltd
A high level of assistance was also provided by Kenz Cranes B.V.
The prototype crane simulator, trade-named KraneSIM-6000 was launched at the 7th Offshore
Cranes Conference in Aberdeen in April 2002, supported by a paper presented by Drilling
Systems’ Managing Director, Julian Jones entitled “Introduction of Competency Based
assessment of Offshore Crane Operators”.
The developed simulator is unique in that it offers the opportunity to practice the lifting and
laying down of loads between a moving (floating) rig and moving supply vessels, together with
the possibility of benchmarking crane operator competency. Through its realistic crane-cab
environment, trainees can be tested in a variety of normal and abnormal operating scenarios,
including a range of weather conditions and sea states. By placing the trainee in a virtual reality
environment, dangerous operating scenarios and operator competence under pressure may be
evaluated. This should reduce the risk of accidents in the field, and boost operator confidence
in their own ability to deal with potentially hazardous incidents and situations.
The simulator has been developed on a modular basis to enable emulation of different crane
types through the use of interchangeable control panniers. It utilises sophisticated real-time,
digital computing techniques in conjunction with a wide range of provided crane controls and
functions giving a true-to-life simulation experience.
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The prototype system is road trailer mounted, permitting the delivery of on-site training,
reducing the time and expense associated with sending trainee crane operators to remote
training centres. The trailer cab is partitioned. One section contains the main simulation
computing equipment and the instructor’s exercise monitoring and control facilities. The other
section replicates the crane cab environment including a large graphics projection screen and the
crane operator’s chair, complete with its associated crane controls.
The simulator projection system utilises the latest visual technology, incorporating a domeshaped screen that greatly enhances the immersion experience. This is the first time that this
technology has been successfully adapted to a training simulator. Advanced hoist line and load
dynamics are extremely true to life, and provide the operator with rotational-load, swingingload and load-coordination problems. The instructor is able to display other viewpoints.
1.1 BACKGROUND
In considering the rise in mechanical handling incidents in the North Sea it was recognised that
the trend opposed that experienced by the drilling industry in incidents of well control blowouts.
Today the industry undeniably accepts that blowouts are an unacceptable risk and have taken
pro-active measures throughout the world to ensure competence of its personnel in these highrisk areas. However, over the same 20 years the goal posts with respect to personnel safety
aboard offshore installations have moved, with the spotlight now being focused on such areas as
mechanical handling incidents. The introduction of mechanised rigs has seen an increase in
such incidents and many drilling contractors are taking measures to address this through the
introduction of pipe handling simulators.
In the drilling sector of industry, the high number of well control and blow-out incidents since
the very early days of wildcat drilling precipitated the introduction of a certification programme
in the early 1980s. This certification system was introduced to test the practical skill
competence of Drillers; Assistant Drillers and rig floor personnel in well control techniques and
procedures. Since the certificate was first introduced in the 1980s for offshore workers in the
UKCS, simulator competency testing has played an important, if not essential, role in the
overall certification process.
Ten years later in the early 1990s the European Members States, driven through industry
requirements, set their own standards of competence and developed the European Well Control
Forum. The EWCF has since evolved into an international organisation based in Montrose,
Scotland and is known as the International Well Control Forum (IWCF). Although around the
world blowouts do still occur their incidence is considerably reduced from the regular spectre of
gushers on the landscape 50 years ago.
Although not so dramatic, mechanical handling incidents are tending to increase, as new
mechanised pipe handling equipment becomes more of a regular feature in the drill floor
environment. In addition, many new platforms rely on multi-skilled personnel with almost
everybody from the Driller to the Galley Chef being trained to use forklift trucks and even the
installation cranes.
Against this backdrop it is appropriate to introduce a competency and assessment system that is
appropriate to mechanical equipment handling and which will focus on crane operations.
1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVE
The main objective of the project was to develop a prototype crane-operator training program
featuring a "hands-on" training simulator that would help reduce offshore crane related
incidents. This in turn would promote a reduction in risk to the offshore workforce by
improving crane operator competence through the simulation of potential accident scenarios.
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1.3 RATIONALE
Although the training of crane operators in the awareness and knowledge areas is well
addressed, competence assessment has lagged behind what has become commonplace in other
industry sectors. This project has developed a scheme to assess and improve crane operator
competence through use of a simulator-based package that can expose crane operators to a wide
range of normal and abnormal circumstances including adverse weather conditions and sea
states.
Drilling Systems (UK) Ltd is a recognized world leader in the manufacture of well control
training simulators and has worked closely with the IWCF in defining the role of simulation in
competency testing. In recent years the company has also built simulators dedicated to the
training of personnel for automated pipe handling systems for the offshore sector. Due to this
unique expertise the company was designated by the offshore division of HSE as prime
contractor to define and develop the facilities necessary to implement a pilot scheme for
simulator-based crane operator training and assessment.
1.4 METHODOLOGY
An offshore pedestal crane simulator and training course material has been developed to test the
competency levels of:
¾ New, inexperienced operators.
¾ Experienced operators who may never have experienced emergency situations
The simulator allows for extreme conditions and scenarios to be tested in a safe manor. These
include:
¾ Harsh / adverse weather conditions.
¾ Equipment failures and malfunctions.
¾ Communication problems.
In addition to training and testing crane operators, the simulator can be used for introductory
workshops for OIM's, senior offshore staff and supply vessel captains, through offering
experience of sitting in the crane "hot" seat in the same harsh conditions in which they
potentially demand their crane operators to perform. These workshops will provide such staff
with appropriate experience to draw on when deciding on whether crane operations should be
suspended due to the prevailing circumstances. The need to understand the opinion of the crane
operator is a key learning point that managers and senior offshore staff should be aware of and
this in turn could be used to prevent potential accidents from occurring.
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2. SCOPE OF WORK
The primary scope of work was defined as:
“To develop an Offshore Crane Simulator and associated training course material which will
be used to assess the competency levels of operatives under normal and emergency situations.
The key components of the simulator package would include:¾ A desktop mounted crane simulator with dual joystick controls, cab instrumentation
and discrete surveillance.
¾ 3D visual world projection system featuring crane console, supply vessel and rig
environment.
¾ Surround audio system, communications system, instructor control station and audiovisual monitoring system for session reviews.
As the project progresses other means of individual simulation may be considered such as 3D
headsets etc.
Deliverables of the project would be:¾ A detailed report.
¾ A crane simulator that instructors can configure with different scenarios to assess an
operator under challenging operational conditions.
¾ A comprehensive training package for use with the prototype simulator.
Various configurations for the simulator would be considered from a full size cabin with a
motion base under the seat, down to a small portable system utilising a VR headset. For the
pilot training scheme a balance between realism and budget was chosen and the type of
simulator envisaged was outlined in the project proposal document”.
As the project developed a number of significant changes were introduced. Most significantly
the system concept was changed from a desk-mounted system to a full scope simulator with
realistic operator’s chair, with pannier controls and a large domed screen projection system.
The prototype simulator was housed in a road trailer to create a transportable solution.
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3. THE CRANE SIMULATOR SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The crane simulator utilises the latest computer graphics animation technology to create a
virtual training environment where a crane operator can practice operations and have his
competency assessed. The operating environment is structured in a modular format so that
different crane types and models can be readily accommodated.
The prototype simulator is mounted in a road trailer as shown in figure 3.1. It is expected that
this concept will provide enhanced usability as it allows the simulator to be easily transported to
a location convenient to trainers and trainees rather than travel to a fixed training centre.

Figure 3.1: Trailer Mounted Crane Simulator
The main trailer details are:¾ Overall Length:

6.05 m.

¾ Cab Length:

4.85 m.

¾ Cab Width:

2.25 m.

¾ Laden Weight:

3,000 kg
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The trailer is partitioned internally to create two separate workstations (See Figures 3.2 and
3.3):¾ Instructor Monitoring and Control Environment
¾ Operator Training Environment

Instructor Monitoring &
Control Environment
Crane Operator Training
Environment

Figure 3.2: Overhead Schematic Showing Simulator Layout
3.1 INSTRUCTOR MONITORING & CONTROL ENVIRONMENT
Double doors provide the main entry to the simulator control instructor area. This section
houses the main computer systems and is equipped with facilities that provide the simulator
instructor with full control and monitoring functions. There is a direct view of the operator area
through a viewing window. In addition there are colour monitors and keyboards that enable
configuration of simulation exercises and control of exercises in progress. Configuration
includes the ability to change weather conditions, sea states or load characteristics. Optionally
the instructor can be provided with a separate operator’s view that enables him to see exactly
how the operator is performing. In the prototype simulator, the instructor fulfils the role of the
banksman and supply shipmaster. He therefore is equipped with communication equipment to
enable banksman / ship’s master radio dialogue with the operator.
The simulator also provides a plotting facility where a hard copy of aspects of the training can
be recorded for post-exercise appraisal and assessment. Optionally, a PC may be added
dedicated to providing a video record for exercise playback and analysis.
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3.2 CRANE OPERATOR’S TRAINING ENVIRONMENT
From the instructor’s area, a single door leads to the Crane Operator’s Training Environment.
This area contains a crane operator’s chair complete with realistic controls and a large domeshaped screen onto which the computer generated 3D world is projected. The controls are
pannier mounted to enable different crane control configurations to be easily accommodated.
The operator’s chair is mounted on a sliding rail to enable ease of access to and from the
training environment. Once seated the operator slides the chair forward to an optimal position
in front of the graphics display. The prototype system uses a dome shaped screen that enhances
the operator’s sense of immersion in the virtual environment. High-resolution computer
generated graphics are projected onto the screen providing a realistic crane-cab view of the rig
and supply vessel environment.

Figure 3.3: X-Ray View of the Simulator Trailer-Mount Environment.
An interactive digital sound system generates additional environmental realism, also providing
useful audio feedback cues to the crane operator, such as engine stall.
Crane instrumentation such as engine running conditions and the safe working load indicator are
fully emulated and are presented on two flat screen video terminals. Presenting instrument data
through video terminals enables different crane types to be portrayed with little or no effort on
behalf of the simulator instructor.
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3.3 SYSTEM SCHEMATIC
The simulator uses modern digital technology to provide a hi-fidelity, realistic training and
assessment environment under complete supervisory control by a competent instructor. Various
computer systems performing independent tasks are integrated to create a real-time, virtual
crane environment as shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: System Schematic
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3.4 SCOPE OF SIMULATION
The mathematical models used to simulate crane operations are wide ranging and allow an
Instructor to vary the performance and scope of simulation in a number of key areas including
configuring exercise conditions such as the effects of weather. The simulator provides userfriendly, touch-screen driven control facilities enabling an instructor to easily set up simulation
scenarios and control the simulation exercise. The simulator does not lead trainees through the
operation, but requires them to think for themselves, learn from their mistakes and allows their
operational expertise to be assessed.
This section describes the following:a) Crane Type
b) Crane Controls
c) Rig Environment
d) Cargo Vessels
e) Crane Loads
f) Weather Conditions
g) Visibility Options
3.4.1 Crane Type
The simulator has been developed deploying modular concepts to both hardware and software
systems. All systems are developed with flexible structures to enable a range of crane types to
be emulated according to industry demand and interest.
The prototype simulator has been based on an emulation of a single crane type, the Kenz DHC
65/ 3500 O.S. (ex). Details of the prototype crane configuration are given in Chapter 7 of this
report.
3.4.2 Crane Controls
Crane controls emulate the Kenz DHC 65/ 3500 O.S. (ex) crane cab. As on the real crane, the
main controls are mounted into the operator chair arms. The simulated armchair controls are set
into plug and play panniers that enable ease of conversion to different configurations of crane
type and design.
3.4.3 Working Environment
An offshore rig environment comprising a semi-submersible, floating platform is included in the
simulation. Allowance has also been made for the addition of dockside and barge mounted
cranes.
3.4.4 Cargo Vessels
The simulation enables loading and unloading to or from moving vessels that will include:a)

Anchor Handling Ships

b)

Supply Vessels
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3.4.5 Crane Loads
Simulated loads can be picked up/laid down from a moving rig to/from a moving vessels as well
as static lift scenarios. The following loads types are included:a)

Containers

b)

Pipe Racks

c)

Anchors

d)

Personnel Baskets

e)

Chemical Tanks & Containers

3.4.6 Weather Conditions
The simulation responds to instructor settable conditions representing a range of weather
variations including:a)

High Wind Velocity

b)

Rain

c)

Storm

d)

Fog

e)

Night view

3.4.7 Visibility Options
Visibility options have been created to match the weather conditions listed above.
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4. COMPETENCY MONITORING & ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
The Kranesim 6000 simulator training facilities are supported by a package of documentation
and off-line software programmes that define the criteria and methods of testing the competency
of offshore crane operators. This package has been prepared by Drilling Systems (UK) Ltd with
the close support and collaboration of industry partner, A1 Safety Training Consultants Ltd.
In reality, crane-lifting operations require the close co-operation of three people:
¾ Crane Operator
¾ Banksman
¾ Slinger
In addition, close collaboration is necessary with the ship’s master of supply vessels when lifts
involve loading or back-loading to/from a supply vessel. Each has a specific role. In the
current simulation scenario, roles other than the crane operator are performed by the simulator
instructor.
The main responsibilities of each are as follows:
4.1 CRANE OPERATOR RESPONSIBILITIES
The Crane Operator is responsible for operation of the entire crane lifting mechanisms that
make up the crane system. This includes responsibility for the good and safe working order of
the crane machinery. In addition he has overall responsibility for recognising and measuring
potential risks that may affect the safe operation of the lifting operation. When a situation
arises, or a condition exists, where in the crane operator’s opinion, the safety of personnel, plant
or equipment may be jeopardised, he must immediately suspend lifting operations until such
time as suitable measures have been introduced to minimise or eliminate the risk.
Kranesim 6000 will provide the tool to undertake primary training and assessment of crane
operators according to the following defined criteria:
C1 Arrival Offshore - New Crane Operator:
C2 Pre-Operational Crane Conditional Checks:
C3 Crane Access – Theory Only:
C4 Safety Equipment:
C5 Crane Pre-Start Checks:
C6 Crane Start & Function Tests:
C7 Use of Two-Way Radio Communications:
C8 Crane Operations:
Operator assessment is undertaken by the simulator instructor. An off-line spreadsheet program
enables operator competency to be rated on a score sheet that takes input from the simulator
instructor.
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4.2 SLINGER RESPONSIBILITIES
The slinger is the competent person responsible for preparing and slinging a load in readiness
for a crane lift. He is also responsible for attaching or detaching load slings from the crane
hook. On smaller platforms he may also undertake the duties of the Banksman.
In the current simulation, the simulator instructor performs the role of the Slinger. Future
enhancements are proposed in this are that will allow for competence testing of Slinger
operations working in collaboration with the crane operator.
4.3 BANKSMAN (SIGNALLER/DOGMAN)
The banksman is the competent person with sole responsibility for directing (signalling) the
crane driver with respect to movement of the load on the crane hook. The banksman must not
however commence load movement signals until the slinger informs him that it is safe to do so.
In the current simulation, the simulator instructor performs the role of the Banksman. Future
enhancements are proposed in this area that will allow for competence testing of Banksman
operations working in collaboration with the crane operator.
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5. SIMULATOR HARDWARE CONFIGURATION
This section describes the hardware systems of the KraneSIM training facility. The following
are described:a)

Crane Operator’s Seat

b)

Crane Controls

c)

Instructor’s Control Station

d)

Simulation Computer System

e)

Graphics Generator

f)

Projection System

g)

Input/Output Signal Interface System

h)

Interactive Sound System

5.1 CRANE OPERATOR’S SEAT
The student operating environment incorporates an armchair fitted with side pannier that house
the primary crane controls. The seat is mounted on sliding rails to ease operator access to the
station. The seat design accounts for the future addition of a small motion system to give the
effects of acceleration and velocity forces. The motion system was excluded from the initial
scope of this project.
5.2 CRANE CONTROLS
Crane controls have been built in a generic design such that they may be easily adapted to
emulate a range of different crane types. The prototype simulator incorporates manual controls
and instrumentation replicating a specific crane manufactured by Kenz Cranes B.V.. The crane
controls have been generally developed in accordance with the controls defined in Chapter 7 of
this report.
5.3 INSTRUCTOR’S CONTROL STATION
The instructor is equipped with a dedicated Personal Computer with a flat LCD type, SVGA
colour display touch screen. Extensive support software provides the instructor with full
monitoring and control functionality over simulation exercises. In addition, this PC can be used
in an off-line mode for exercise creation and administration.
A colour printer provides on-line plotting functions of up to six instructor settable parameters.
Alternatively, this unit may be used to log critical events relevant to trainee performance
assessment.
5.4 SIMULATION COMPUTER SYSTEM
The simulation computer is effectively the heart of the simulator. It computes complex
mathematical models that predicts the dynamics of the crane, main and whip line cables, load,
rig and supply vessel in response to prevailing environmental conditions and operator actions.
This computer also schedules execution of various other software tasks that enable sequenced
interaction between all the simulator hardware systems. The simulation computer is currently
specified as a Compaq Alpha Station.
15

5.5 GRAPHICS GENERATOR
The graphics generator comprises a powerful computer dedicated to the processing of the virtual
3D world representing the rig environment. The prototype system utilises military specification
processor executing sophisticated graphics software enabling the 3D world to be displayed to a
very high resolution and fidelity.
5.6 PROJECTION SYSTEM
The 3D world is projected onto a screen providing the operator with a visual landscape through
which he is provided with direct visual feedback of his control actions and the dynamic effects
of the related equipment and environmental factors.
The prototype crane simulator houses a dome-shaped screen that provides a high level of trainee
immersion. Dome technology has, until very recently, been confined to the realms of flight and
military weapons simulation. The solution adopted in the prototype is considered to be unique
in its application to a low cost industrial simulation application.
A specialised projector provides a front projection image upon the dome. A dedicated computer
card distorts the projected image to correct for the curved screen.
5.7 INPUT/OUTPUT SIGNAL INTERFACE SYSTEM
A dedicated Input/Output Signal Interface System provides the communications between the
Trainee’s crane controls and the simulation computer. The signals initiated by actuating various
switches or control levers are fed to the simulation computer processor via the Input/Output
Interface System. The simulation computer performs appropriate calculations predicting the
response of the crane and associated equipment. The resulting output is fed back via the
Interface System to drive instrument gauges and monitoring indicators.
5.8 INTERACTIVE SOUND SYSTEM
The simulator incorporates a fully interactive, digitised, sound system that provides audible
feedback of the following sounds:a)

Crane Diesel Engine

b)

Wind
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6. SIMULATOR SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION
The simulation software comprises a suite of sophisticated purpose built programmes that are
dedicated to the execution of various on-line and off-line tasks. A full suite of software provide
for the following simulator functions:a)

Mathematical Model

b)

Collision Detection Utility

c)

Graphics Image Generation System

d)

Simulator Management & Control Facility

e)

Session Logging Utility

f)

Input/Output Signal Interface Scheduling Utility

g)

Interactive Sound System Software

Each is now detailed in turn:
6.1 MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The mathematical model predicts the behaviour of the mechanical and environmental processes
related to crane operations including the crane machinery, rope dynamics, crane loads, the
platform structure and supply vessels. This programme produces real time data and information
that is relayed to the process instrumentation and image generation systems so as to create the
effect that it is an operational crane with all of its critical sub-processes.
6.2 COLLISION DETECTION UTILITY
Collision detection is a sophisticated mathematical routine that scans the 3D world for collisions
between physical items. The Kranesim model dynamically seeks for collisions between the
crane boom and rig structures and for collisions between crane loads, rig structure and supply
vessel structure. Collisions detected flag appropriate messages to the main mathematical model
so that the necessary reactive response can be predicted. In this way, physical objects are
prevented from passing through each other and appropriate reactive effects can be demonstrated
such as the crane loads turning in space when they momentarily come into contact with the rig
or supply vessel structure.
6.3 GRAPHICS IMAGE GENERATION SYSTEM
The graphics Image generation system consists of a complex programme that creates visual
pictures of a 3D world offering realistic imagery of the crane operators view from the crane cab.
This programme includes a three dimensional model of all appropriate objects that make up the
working environment including a dynamic model of a moving ocean that responds to instructor
settings of sea state. The graphics image dynamically reflects effects of operator control actions
and the effects of other non-controlled equipment such as movement of floating processes due
to wave and wind velocity.
In creating the 3D world, a frame image is made up in software representing all relevant objects.
This includes, not only the crane structure but also. the platform, the ocean, the supply vessel
and any designated crane loads. (See Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1: Graphics 3D World in Frame Format
The software framework is rendered to create a realistic three-dimensional visual world that can
be entered into, and interacted with, via a high fidelity projection system. Rendering is the
process of adding detail to all visible surfaces so that equipment is seen to take on solid form.
On completion a full, virtual world is produced as illustrated in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Graphics 3D World in Rendered Format
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6.4 SIMULATION MANAGEMENT & CONTROL FACILITIES
This section defines those facilities associated with the control and management of the simulator
systems. This is commonly referred to as the Instructor Facility.
The KraneSIM simulator control facilities are based on the instructor facility software used
throughout Drilling Systems’ simulator product range. This has been developed over many
years taking into account the needs of instructors and other simulator users. Through a
dedicated PC terminal, the instructor is able to set up simulation exercises, control the exercise
and monitor trainee performance. Touch screen menu systems allow the user to manoeuvre
around the various control screens with ease.
The Instructor can change parameters of an exercise starting condition and/or introduce
simulated malfunction situations into the exercise. Malfunctions such as equipment failure or
operational occurrences such as the unscheduled arrival of a helicopter can be introduced.
These simulated malfunctions then interact with the software model to produce the appropriate
effects on the crane instrumentation and screen images.
The KraneSIM 5000 simulation control facilities include the following:a)

Run/Freeze

b)

Initial Conditions (Snapshot) Selection

c)

Initial Conditions (Snapshot) Generation

d)

Simulated Malfunction Injection

e)

Session Logging

6.4.1 Run/Freeze
The progress of an exercise can be suspended at any point during the course of a simulation
session utilising the ‘FREEZE’ Command. When FREEZE is selected:a)

The exercise is frozen and placed in a state of suspended animation at a point in time
in the simulation.

b)

The exercise clock stops

c)

All Instrument readings and indicators retain their current status and any further
trainee control inputs are ignored.

Simulation FREEZE enables the exercise to be interrupted, perhaps for instructor intervention
while offering advice to trainees.
This suspended animation state is maintained until simulation ‘RUN’ is executed. At this point
the simulation continues from the point when freeze was selected.
6.4.2 Initial Conditions (Snapshot) Selection
Initial Conditions Sets, or ‘SNAPSHOTS’ effectively act as exercise start points whereby
parameters representing the status of the crane, rig and shipping vessels at a particular point in
time are stored. KraneSIM 5000 is equipped with a range of basic SNAPSHOTS that enable
effective simulation training to be conducted immediately following installation. Selecting a
SNAPSHOT from the library automatically prepares the simulator for commencement of a
specific exercise. SNAPSHOTS are stored on the instructor’s computer hard disk for ease of
access.
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6.4.3 Initial Conditions (Snapshot) Generation
The snapshot generation facility provides for the possibility of creating snapshots. Using this
facility an instructor is able to build up a library of Initial conditions sets over a period to add
variety of experience to simulation exercises. The normal method of generating a snapshot
would be to modify certain parameters from an existing snapshot and then to save it to computer
hard disk. Alternatively, an instructor can generate a totally new initial condition by
methodically working through a series of data entry pages included within the instructor facility.
An important advantage of this facility is the ability to memorise a particular situation at any
point during the course of an exercise. This situation can then be recalled for post exercise
analysis or training reinforcement.
6.4.4 Simulated Malfunction Injection
KraneSIM is equipped with an extensive range of simulated fault and malfunction situations. It
is possible to enhance, and test, the ability of trainee operators to respond and overcome
abnormal operating conditions thereby adding to their confidence and capacity for dealing
appropriately with live crane problems.
6.4.5 Control and Display Facilities
Control and display facilities provided for the Instructor include:a)

Observation Display Screen

b)

Configuration Menu Display Screen

c)

Run-time Menu Display Screen

d)

Malfunctions Menu Display Screen

e)

Snapshot Utilities Control Screen

f)

Simulation Control Command Screens

g)

Trainee Performance Monitoring Screen

h)

Help Screens

i)

Simulator Hardware Diagnostics Screens

6.5 SESSION LOGGING UTILITY
KraneSIM is equipped with an on-line data logging facility that enables an instructor to choose
a range of simulator parameters for saving to a computer file. These files can also be saved onto
diskette and input directly into spreadsheet analysis packages in an off-line mode. Dynamic
data may also be plotted in graphical form allowing critical process variables such as hook load
to be analysed. The results may then be made available for inclusion in trainee performance and
competence assessment reports.
6.6 INPUT/OUTPUT SIGNAL INTERFACE SCHEDULING UTILITY
This Input/Output Signal Interface Software schedules the scanning of the crane control signals
supplied by dedicated electronic devices and converts the input to a format suitable for
communication with the mathematical model. Once the model has determined the effect of
these control actions then the Input/Output utility interprets the model results and updates
corresponding output signals to drive crane instrumentation. Operator controls monitored
through the Input/Output interface also generate changes in the graphics image display.
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6.7 INTERACTIVE SOUND SYSTEM
A section of the mathematical model is dedicated to the interactive sound system. The model
modulates volume and pitch of engine and wind sounds in real time to follow simulated events.
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7. DESCRIPTION OF THE KENZ DHC 65/3500 O.S. (EX) CRANE
As Kenz Cranes B.V. readily offered information on their crane products to the project, the
decision was made to model the prototype simulator system on the KENZ DHC 65/3500 O.S.
This crane, in many ways, is typical of the rope luff crane designs commonly used in the UK
offshore sector.
A generalised description of this crane is provided in this section.
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Figure 7.1: Main Crane Components
Legend:
1

Machinery House

7

Whiphoist Hook

2

A-Frame

8

Mainhoist Hook

3

Whiphoist Winch

9

Pedestal

4

Mainhoist Winch

10

Crane Walkway

5

Rope Guards

11

Operator’s Cabin

6

Boom

The DHC 65/ 3500 O.S. (ex) is a Diesel Hydraulic Crane. The maximum hoist capacity is 65
tonnes and the crane is mounted on a fixed pedestal with a nominal diameter of 3500
millimetres. The crane is designed to operate offshore on a FPSO vessel. The boom (6) is an
explosion safe design suitable for operation in hazardous areas.
The crane consists of a main frame mounted on a slew bearing, a machinery house (1), a fully
enclosed operator's cabin (11), a lattice type boom (6) and an ‘A’ Frame (2).
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7.1 CRANE MOTION
Four hydraulic slew motors in the mainframe rotate the crane left and right. A mainhoist winch
controls the mainhoist in a 4-fall, 2-fall or 1-fall arrangement. A whiphoist winch controls the
whiphoist in a 1-fall arrangement. A boom hoist winch moves the boom up and down.
7.2 CRANE CONTROL
The Operator controls the luffing, slewing and hoist operations via zero return operation levers
in the cabin. All operations are limited within safe ranges. The operation speed is reduced if
the luffing or the hoist operation comes close to its travel limit. The operation stops
automatically if the luffing or the hoist operation reaches its travel limit. The operation speed is
also reduced if, during use of 3 controls at the same time, the maximum drive capacity is
reached.
7.3 MAIN OR WHIPHOIST
The Safe Working Load (SWL) and travel speed for the main hoist depend on the selected fall
reeving. The SWL is reduced according to the radius created by the luffing angle.
The Safe Load Indicator (SLI) in the cabin shows the actual SWL in all operating modes. An
alarm is generated if the actual load exceeds 90%, 100% and 110% of the 100% permissible
SWL.
If the actual load exceeds the SWL with more than 150% the Gross Overload Protecting System
(GOPS) releases the main or whiphoist winch to pay out rope against a hydraulic back pressure
corresponding to 110% SWL. In this way the GOPS prevents damage to the crane structure in
the case where a supply vessel attempts to drive off with the hook still attached to one of its
loads.
If the drive system fails the crane operator controls the main- or whiphoist and boom
downwards with the emergency lowering system. The crane operator slews the crane with the
emergency slewing system.
7.4 OPERATOR’S CABIN
The real crane comprises a fully enclosed operator's cabin designed for one-man operation. The
cabin comprises windows at the front and on the right and left hand sides. The prototype
simulator provides a dome shaped view of the cabin views through 120-degree radius. The
crane is operated from the operator's seat.
Two crane control desks are mounted either side of the operator's seat. The left hand control
desk contains several control switches, a buzzer and the LUFFING DOWN/UP and SLEWING
LEFT/RIGHT control lever (See Figure 7.2 and Section 7.5). The right-hand control desk
contains control switches and the LOWERING/HOISTING control lever (see Figure 7.3 and
Section 7.6).
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Main or whiphoist, luffing, slewing, filter pressure and cooler circuit information is shown on
the hydraulic pressure gauges LCD display. Engine monitoring is provided by the motor
indicator panel, which consists of:
a)

An engine oil pressure indicator

b)

An engine coolant temperature indicator

c)

An engine speed indicator

d)

A battery voltmeter

e)

A battery ammeter.

The crane start and stop switches are located on the control left hand desk. A red emergency
stop push-button is provided to stop the motor in case of emergency.
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7.5 LEFT HAND SIDE CONTROL DESK
The left arm of the operator’s control chair is fitted with control panel as follows:
1

2

3
10

9

4

8

5

6
7

Figure 7.2: Main Components of the Left Hand Control Pannier
Legend:
1

Warning Horn Push-Switch

2

Luffing Up/Down and Left/Right

3

Release Hook Storage Hoisting

4

Luff Down Cut-Out Override

5

Motor Stop Off – Control On

6

Common Alarm

7

Selector Decklift/Seastate

8

Reset

9

Motor Start / Motor Running

10

Over-lower Limit Override
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Warning Horn Push-Switch
When the switch is activated the crew alert overload speaker outside the cabin gives an audio
deck crew warning.
Luffing Up/Down and Left/Right
By pushing or pulling the control lever the boom will lower or rise and when the lever is moved
to the left or right the crane will slew in the selected direction.
Release Hook Storage Hoisting
To store the mainhoist hook into its hook storage support, the operator can override the overhoist limit by pushing this button, but only when the boom is in its highest position.
Luff Down Cut-Out Override
When the boom has reached its lowest position it is still possible to lower the boom, for
maintenance purposes, by continuously pushing this override button-switch.
Motor Stop Off – Control On
When this key-switch is set to ON the crane control switches will be enabled and the crane is
operational. To disable the crane control switches and to switch off the prime mover, the keyswitch has to be set to OFF.
Common Alarm
When a fault occurs the buzzer will give an audio warning and the fault will be shown on the
PC display.
Selector Deck-lift/Seastate
When the selector switch is set in SEASTATE the Gross Overload Protecting System (GOPS)
and the constant tensioning system will be enabled. When the selector switch is set in
DECKLIFT the GOPS and the constant tensioning will be disabled.
Reset
To reset all given alarms this switch has to be pushed.
Motor Start / Motor Running
When this push-button is activated the motor will start and the green running light will come on.
Over-lower Limit Override
The main or whiphoist function needs to be stopped when some windings are left on the drum.
This is used for maintenance purposes so that it is possible to lower the hoist by continuously
pushing this override push-button.
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7.6 RIGHT HAND SIDE CONTROL DESK
The left arm of the operator’s control chair is fitted with control panel as follows:
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Figure 7.3: Main Components of the Right Hand Control Pannier
Legend:
1

Lowering & Hoisting

2

Constant Tensioning Push-Button

3

Constant Tensioning Off/Standby

4

Upper Window Wiper

5

Lower Window Wiper

6

Emergency Lowering Boom-hoist

7

Emergency Operation

8

Emergency Slewing CCW \ OFF / CW

9

Emergency Lowering Mainhoist

10

Emergency Lowering Whiphoist

11

Hoist Selector Whip / Main

12

Controllers locked/Released
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Lowering & Hoisting
By pushing or pulling the control lever the selected winch will hoist or lower the load with
proportional speed.
Constant Tensioning Push-Button
This button enables a constant tensioning of the whiphoist rope.
Constant Tensioning Off/Standby
This selector switch is provided to prepare the system for the constant tensioning mode or to
switch the system off.
Upper Window Wiper
This switch controls the upper window wiper on or off.
Lower Window Wiper
This switch controls the lower window wiper on or off.
Emergency Lowering Boom-hoist
In the event of an emergency the boom hoist winch starts lowering the boom when this button is
pushed.
Emergency Operation
When this key-switch is activated the emergency motor pump will start and the following
switches are enabled:
a)

EMERG. LOWERING MAINHOIST

b)

EMERG. LOWERING WHIP HOIST

c)

EMERG. LOWERING BOOM HOIST

d)

EMERG. SLEWING CCW \ OFF / CW

Emergency Slewing CCW / OFF / CW
In the event of an emergency the crane may be slewed in either clockwise or counter-clockwise
direction with this switch selected.
Emergency Lowering Mainhoist
In the event of an emergency the mainhoist winch starts lowering the hoist when this button is
pushed.
Emergency Lowering Whiphoist
In the event of an emergency the whiphoist winch starts lowering the hoist when this button is
pushed.
Hoist Selector Whip/Main
Selects operation of the main- or whiphoist winches.
Controllers locked/Released
To enable the crane controls the selector switch must be in the RELEASED position.
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7.7 SAFE LOAD INDICATOR (SLI) DISPLAY
The simulator is equipped with an emulated MIPEG 2000 computerised crane safety system.
(See Figure 7.4). It measures load, moment and radius and indicates safe or hazardous
conditions. Use and interpretation of this indicator is critical to safe crane operation.
The computer compares the actual load in the load hoist rope and moment systems of the crane
with the selected load-radius curve (permissible load). The actual load data comes from the
sensors and the load-radius curves are stored in the computer. The SLI display shows as a
percentage, indication of the relation between the load-radius curve and the actual load.

Figure 7.4: Safe Load Indicator (SLI) Display
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7.8 ALARM DISPLAY
The main function of the alarm display (See Figure 7.5) is to show the correct alarm message
with every serious system failure. This screen shows the student the warning messages
generated by the various safety devices installed within the crane itself, for instance, when the
crane reaches the maximum clockwise slewing limit then a sensor is activated which will trigger
the alarm message to warn the operator not to continue.

Figure 7.5: Alarm Display
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8. DEVELOPMENT PROJECT HISTORY

8.1 HISTORIC OVERVIEW
During the period of development, the scope of the project changed substantially from its
original concept that initially was to develop a desk-mounted simulator based on PC computer
technology. At its conception, it was generally felt that the development of a high fidelity
simulator was technically viable but there were concerns around its commercial viability. One
of the primary objectives was to produce a simulator with sufficient realism to enable practical
training and assessment to be undertaken whilst minimising manufacturing costs in order to
make the system affordable for crane training organisations. Early in the project it became clear
that a desktop system was unlikely to meet the high standards necessary to contemplate
undertaking competency assessment exercises. The decision to develop a full-scope solution
enabled the project to take advantage of more sophisticated graphics processing computers.
Once the decision to develop a full scope simulator had been taken, two options were explored,
namely a fixed location simulator and a trailer mounted portable system. The rationale
employed in choosing the trailer-mounted option was to improve the prospect of reducing the
ongoing cost of training and competency testing. This was to be achieved by enabling the
simulator to be transported to convenient locations for companies and trainees, rather than the
trainees travelling to fixed training centres.
Prior to commencement of the project Drilling Systems (UK) Ltd had completed the
development of a pipe-handling simulator for an offshore rig. The company therefore had
experience in the development of a 3D graphics world for offshore environments.
The quality of realism in the virtual crane environment depends on the ability of the 3D
graphics engine to produce and project high-resolution pictures before the trainee.
Conventionally, suitable graphics processors were limited to the domain of expensive aircraft
and military simulation costing millions of pounds. A flat screen solution to the crane simulator
environment would require two or three screens, each requiring its own dedicated processor.
Although this option may be acceptable to a number of dedicated training centres, this was
regarded as unrealistic on a general commercial basis.
Fortunately, during the development phase of the simulator enhanced dome shaped screen
technology became available for video projection. Typical usage was limited to the display of
promotional and commercial video movies and had not previously been used at the low-cost end
of the simulation market. Although there was a level of uncertainty as to the viability of
applying this technology to the crane simulator, the potential benefits in terms of increased
operator immersion and the possibility of a single graphics processor providing the necessary
visual scope was very attractive. Accordingly, the decision was made to incorporate this
technology into the prototype simulator. This decision was responsible for incurring some
considerable delay in the project timescale. For a period of time the simulator development was
deliberately slowed while awaiting the availability of a new generation graphics processor that
would facilitate the high-resolution projection and the necessary dome distortion correction.
Completion of the project was initially scheduled for 31st October 2001. By agreement the
project was extended until 31st May 2002 for the reasons discussed above.
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The scope of the project included the development of an integrated training package that
addressed not only the training of crane operators, but also assessment of their competency.
Industry partners contributed to development of this training package, led primarily by A1
Safety Training Consultants Ltd.
The crane simulator was officially launched and presented at the 7th Offshore Crane Conference
in Aberdeen, April 2002. The positive response of conference delegates was overwhelming.
This was accompanied by a general acceptance that technology has now evolved to a point
where manufacture of crane training simulators is viable.
The issue of operator competency testing was very prevalent throughout conference discussions.
Mr Julian Jones, Managing Director of Drilling Systems (UK) Ltd, presented a paper entitled
“The Introduction of a Competency Based Training System for Offshore Crane Operators?” A
transcript of this paper is presented in Appendix ‘A’ to this document.
8.2 PROBLEMS AND DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED
In aiming to implement the very latest in graphics technology it was inevitable that some
technical and logistical difficulties would be encountered during the course of the project.
However, these were not extensive and are now summarised:
8.2.1 Availability of High Fidelity Graphics Computer
Technically, the greatest problem encountered was an ongoing uncertainty regarding the
suitability of the preferred target graphics computer engine. Early in the project the specified
machine was found to be incompatible with the chosen graphics software that would provide
correction for projector distortions onto the domed screen. The same computer manufacturer
had promised the delivery of a new generation computer by the end of December 2001. This
was fulfilled on 18 December. The computer manufacturer conceded that although this
processor was significantly faster than its predecessor, this machine would remain incompatible
with the intended dome correction software. However, the imminent availability of a new
computer graphics card dedicated to correction of dome distortion was forecast for the end of
January 2002. Later in 2002 a still newer specification computer system is due for distribution
and this will be fully compatible.
8.2.2 Development of Rope Dynamics Model
On reflection, it is clear that the complications surrounding modelling of the crane winch cables
were underestimated. A number of sophisticated mathematical solutions were developed, each
with advantages and disadvantages. Eventually, a solution was developed which took a more
elemental approach yet fully accounted for inertia of the rope and load mass. This model
performs an accurate prediction of the movement of critical masses, namely the mainline hook,
the whip line hook, headache ball, pendant line hook, cradle slings and the various attached
loads. The winch cables are assumed to be straight between any of these masses. Development
continues towards a flexible rope solution.
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9. PATENTS APPLIED FOR
Although many innovative concepts were explored and developed during the course of the
development project no specific inventions were identified. Consequently no new patents were
applied for.
Drilling Systems (UK) Ltd has made application for ‘Kranesim’ as a registered trademark.
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10. RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS
The ongoing incidents of mechanical handling accidents in the offshore sector paralleled the
pattern earlier seen in the drilling and well control industry. The crucial difference is that the
drilling sector has seen a reduction in serious incidents over the same period. This coincided
with the implementation of a competency based training and assessment system for critical
personnel associated with rig operations. This project undertook to develop a simulator-based
training package that would enable the competence of offshore crane operators to be improved
and assessed with the intent of replicating the improvements seen in well control.
On commencement of this development programme there was little doubt that the appropriate
simulation technology existed for the development of a meaningful training and assessment
tool. What was in doubt was the economic viability of producing such systems. Experience
from the drilling and well control industry confirmed that the success of implementation would
depend substantially on the economic purchase and support of implemented training systems.
Irrespective of how willing industry is to embrace new technology, its viability has to include
the effective cost/hour in terms of training time.
The highest cost aspect of production of a crane simulator is the development of a digital 3D
graphics environment. This specialist area of technology has changed beyond recognition over
the last few years. Now, technology previously limited to high-cost products such as aircraft
simulators, has become affordable to other applications. During the development phase of the
project, graphics image generation technology advanced considerably. The project benefited
greatly from these advances yet suffered delay while awaiting the availability of a new
generation image-processing computer.
It is clear from the prototype simulator performance that the project has demonstrated the
technical viability of developing a training package capable of assessing crane operator
competence. It also demonstrated that a practical working solution could be manufactured for a
fraction of the costs previously experienced in this area. At the time of writing this report, the
costs associated with the solution adopted by the project are expected to result in a fall in
procurement costs in excess of 50% of existing, alternative systems while simultaneously
aiming to raise the overall simulation fidelity. This should provide an attractive enticement to
training organisations to implement economic programmes of crane operator training and
competency assessment.
The simulator developed provides the primary tool through which crane operator competence
can be raised and assessed. Its success depends upon the method of implementation. The
project therefore included the development of a documentation package that defines facilities
and procedures to enable a pilot programme of training and assessment to be implemented. This
package was created in collaboration with the project industry partners, being primarily driven
by A1 Safety Training Consultants Ltd.
One of the advantages of having developed a three-dimensional, virtual world is that the
viewing point within that world can be moved around. This provides the possibility of a virtual
‘walk through’ of the rig and supply vessel environments. More significantly it opens up the
prospect of the simulator being expanded in order train and assess team performance, where a
banksman and crane operator can interact with each other. This is seen as an area worthy of
future development and enhancement.
The prototype simulator was initially presented publicly at the 7th Offshore Crane Conference in
Aberdeen in April 2002. Simulator demonstrations proved very popular with course delegates.
For the purpose of the conference the project team added a virtual reality headset providing a
banksman’s view of operations while standing on a supply vessel during a loading operation.
Wearing the headset a trainee banksman has a realistic view from the boat, looking upwards to
the platform. He can therefore see crane loads being loaded or unloaded from the vessel.
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The response of conference delegates during the public launch of the crane simulator in April
2002 was overwhelming. It was clear that the level of realism attained in the simulator
surprised most delegates. Inevitably many people remain sceptical of the prospect of replacing
hands-on training with computer-based simulation. This follows the trend of most industries
where simulation has been introduced. However, few people now question the practice of
airline pilots undertaking 100% training on simulators when converting to a new aircraft type.
However, the facilities produced as a consequence of this project do not aim to replace on-thejob, hands-on training. The training package produced is seen as a tool to complement it by
creating a range of circumstances and potentially hazardous situations that cannot be readily
addressed with conventional ‘on-the-job’ training. Experience in other industries regularly
indicates that training time can be dramatically reduced through the introduction of simulator
training programmes. In addition, the simulator provides a platform from which crane operator
performance and competency can be assessed with consistency.
Despite an overrun in project timescale totalling six months, the development of the training
package offers great potential for improving standards in the offshore mechanical handling
sector. The capability of the prototype simulator in many ways exceeds that expected in the
original concept. More critically, the final solution incorporates the very latest graphics image
generation technology, promising a very cost-effective solution. We now await the reaction of
the offshore industry and its willingness to take up the opportunity to improve the safety
performance associated with mechanical handling operations.
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11. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT
On successful completion of the developments considered in this project, it is clear that a
number of complementary areas are worthy of consideration for further research and
development:
11.1 PROVISION OF A SIMULATOR MOTION SYSTEM
The addition of a motion base to the simulator will provide additional realism to the system.
Complex motion bases are commonly used throughout the simulation industry and are known to
be expensive. The introduction of a full motion base is considered excessive and inappropriate
for this application. This report recommends that a research and development project should
consider the addition of a simplified motion base that is restricted to providing the inertial
effects of the crane slewing motion and vibration effects that would be encountered during crane
operation.
11.2 PROVISION OF A BANKSMAN’S SIMULATION UTILITY
It is recommended that full advantage be made of the 3D World developed in the crane
simulator by the addition of a Banksman’s view and simulation facility. As described in
Chapter 10, the viewing point within the 3D world can be changed. The addition of a further
graphics engine would provide a banksman’s view of lifting operations from his position on a
supply vessel. It is anticipated that the banksman’s world would be viewed through a virtual
reality headset that would respond to his head movements. He would therefore be able to look
around the deck of the supply boat and look up towards the platform. He could then monitor
the position of crane loads under the control of the crane operator requiring him to communicate
with the crane operator accordingly through radio and hand signals. It is anticipated that VR
gloves would pick up Banksman’s hand signal. His actions would then be displayed in the
virtual world of the crane operator. This enhancement would require full co-operation between
the crane operator and banksman and will be open to the problem scenarios that exist in the real
world.
11.3 PROVISION OF A SHIP’S MASTER SIMULATION UTILITY
It is recommended that further advantage be made of the 3D World developed in the crane
simulator through the addition of a Ship’s Master view and simulation utility. As described in
Chapter 10, the viewing point within the 3D world can be changed. The addition of a further
graphics engine would provide a ship’s bridge view of the seascape, the platform and the lifting
operation. It is anticipated that the Ship’s Master window into the world would be viewed
through a large monitor or virtual reality headset.
This simulator position would also incorporate basic ship’s bridge controls through which
supply vessel position can be controlled. The addition of this facility will further enhance the
simulator training and competency testing potential, as it will require interactive radio
communications between the crane operator and skilled response to prevailing conditions such
as sea state.
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APPENDIX 'A' The Introduction of a Competency Based Training System for
Offshore Crane Operators?
This appendix provides a transcript of the paper presented by Mr Julian Jones, Managing
Director of Drilling Systems (UK) Ltd at the 7th Offshore Crane Conference in Aberdeen, April
2002.
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The Introduction of a Competency Based Training System
For
Offshore Crane Operators?
By
Julian L. Jones
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Summary
The recent development of a state of the art Crane Training simulator has opened the way to
develop engineering, operational and team building skills for Crane Operators and test
individual competence in supporting crane operations on offshore installations. Consequently
the opportunity to develop an internationally recognised certification system for Crane
Operatives is now available to the industry along the lines of that developed for well control.
The full size simulator has been developed by integration of equipment hardware with electrical,
electronic, communications and visual systems to provide a cohesive simulated overview of
crane operations for the offshore industry, modelling both fixed and mobile installations. A
large number of contingency scenarios, which include both equipment malfunctions and
environmental problems have been programmed ensuring the Crane Operator gains familiarity
with potentially dangerous situations, before exposure to the real world.
In addition, to assessing performance in standard crane operations, the simulator can also be
used to increase awareness of load handling from the boat operations perspective. With
additional video monitoring and voice recording equipment, every trainee finds himself
captured into a scenario where the Crane Operator becomes a key component during a simulated
offloading or back-loading incident. In a series of stressing exercises, competent trainees
sharpen their decision-making skills and learn to interact as a fully functioning crewmember in
the support of the rig operation.
Trainees in need of further training are readily identified and those capable of handling loading
operations on mobile installations are recognised at an earlier stage. Operators can be sent out
into the field to represent their company holding a passport of proven competency and
certifiable operational skills. Likewise, actual case studies from crane related incidents that
have been developed from major incidents during loading operations can be programmed into
the simulator to ensure new crews benefit from the learn curve effect. The company can utilise
its organisational capacity to the full and above all, retain corporate memory to prevent reoccurrence of tactical field errors.
The paper first reviews the learning process, then the concept of interactive training using
simulators is discussed, and how simulators can address the needs of enhanced Skills training in
the classroom environment. A brief summary of real-time simulator development is given
together with the ideas and techniques associated with the manufacture of a state of the art
Crane Training Simulator such as that developed by the company.
A typical training
programme utilising simulation for Crane Operatives is suggested together with a suitable
methodology for using the simulator as a focal point for competency based assessment. The
applied methodology of a Competency Based Certification System such as that developed for
well control within the industry is introduced whereby the core simulator environment is
interfaced with training scenarios and written test papers to validate the competency of an
individual.
The paper then reviews the evolution of the current well control certification system over the
last two decades as implemented through the International Well Control Forum and The
International Association of Drilling Contractors. Historically within the industry the focus has
been on certification of offshore personnel in conventional well control operations albeit
attention is now turning to the wider spectrum of well service operations. Alongside this, the
UK Health & Safety Executive has seen an increase in Overhead Incidents of which Crane
related load-handling issues are an important factor.
This paper then examines how a
certification system such as that used for well control could be introduced for crane operations.
Finally, the paper discusses how a broad range of simulation equipment including Crane
Training Simulators can be used by offshore operatives to rapidly acquire multi-skill
competencies, providing a more flexible; ready-trained workforce for the modern day oilfield
service provider.
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Introduction
Historically, the classroom training of Offshore Crane Operators was mainly limited to
Awareness and Knowledge training. The application of the so-called Skills training was
usually left to the period in the field or on a fixed crane alongside a dock or quarry. To develop
the necessary skills training mistakes and mishaps are virtually unavoidable. In the high cost,
high-risk environment of Offshore Oilfield operations the consequences of such incidents are
frequently severe. In fact, with regularity over the last two decades cranes have been pulled into
the sea around the world. With the continued emergence of more powerful computers and
sophisticated image generation environments the idea was born in mid 2000 to produce an
offshore crane training simulator that would allow trainees to develop their Skills within a
controlled classroom environment where real world procedures could be enforced.
During the 1990’s the advantages of using simulators to enhance training was well catalogued
in many high-tech, high risk industries such as flight, power, chemical, refining and well
control. Throughout the 1990’s simulator technology for the oilfield well-site has been applied
almost extensively to Drilling and Well Control. A variety of full size, portable and more
recently mini portable simulators were developed and today they are still used extensively
around the world for testing competence. Simulator training for drilling and well control has
emerged as the order of the day, but this is not so for Crane Operations.
Reflecting quickly on well control, through the birth of the European Well Control Forum
(EWCF) in 1990, competency testing has been standard practice using drilling and well control
simulators, resulting in a mandatory certification system for key rig floor personnel. Today the
majority of oilfield Operators insist on the requirement for service companies involved with
well construction, to adopt one of the formal well control training and certification programs
available. Conversely with crane training outside the core drilling and well control certification
arena, many companies still slant their in-house training programmes towards board & chalk
and conventional On-the-Job training methodology, ignoring the benefits learned and the
achievements gained in the use of simulators. Conversely the introduction of follow on
interactive well-site training simulators in areas such as Drill Stem Testing, Coiled Tubing, Well
Testing, Cementing and more recently mechanised pipe handling, has paved the way for some
companies to review adopting similar strategies for training their personnel in Crane Operator
Training.
For some clients, the utilisation of this extended simulator technology has yielded valued added
benefits beyond basic job execution. These include, pre-job planning, post job evaluation,
handling contingencies and scenario based emergencies whereby the team is stressed to explore
human factor considerations. In some exercises the results have been revealing and highly
emotive for the trainees themselves. This has been aptly demonstrated by some service
Companies who now provide trainees with a passport of oil industry competencies, all tested on
an array of training simulators. The respective courses are all focused towards interactive
simulation and specifically for well control, culminate in an industry recognised written exam
and simulator practical assessment. The subject of this paper focuses on the applicability of
such a system for Offshore Crane Operators working within the Europe and beyond.

The Learning Process
Modern training is an integrated process and can utilise a wealth of new technology available to
convey Awareness and Knowledge to trainees. During the career life of an individual, as she/he
ascends their chosen career path, they are exposed to new job functions requiring development
of Awareness, Knowledge and Skills to perform each new job effectively. This learning curve
profile comprises a series of ‘S’ shape curves injected into the learning path of an individual’s
career.
Each new ‘S’ shape learning curve commences with Awareness of the subject material, as the
trainee develops the overall concepts of a new job. The Knowledge is subsequently acquired
over a fairly short period of time and here, the curve sharpens rapidly as the trainee having
mastered the basics assimilate information more readily as the knowledge plateau is reached.
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Further improvement is then achieved through the application of the Knowledge in the Skills
section, undertaken in the field via On-the-Job (OJT) training programmes. It is well
recognised by established simulator users that the introduction of training simulators reduces the
time-to-job period, by shifting OJT Skills training from the field into the relative safety of the
classroom environment. For one major Service Company in France, interactive simulator
training for well testing has reduced the time by which new trainees can be placed in the field
generating revenue from 5 years, to just 18 months. Simulator training also reduces the
trainee’s exposure to dangers in the real-world and likewise their own client’s exposure
coincident with the relative in-experience of new hands who are unfamiliar with new equipment
and well-site working practices.

Interactive Training Using Simulation
Besides reducing on-the-job training time, feedback shows that trainees using simulators have
greater confidence and become more productive in the field at an earlier stage. Although the
simulator may assist familiarisation with crane operations it is important that it does not suggest
any solution to the trainee for a given problem or shorten the decision making process. The
trainee must therefore travel through the same analytical path as they would in the field. For
example, a simulator should not provide the trainee Crane Operator with an indication of the
load weight before a lift takes place, since it is the duty of the Crane Operator to determine
weights from the boat manifest in advance. Correct simulation of the field stimuli such as rope
and line dynamics and Banksman commands will, under proper training conditions, generate the
necessary proactive skills to challenge and constantly check crucial markers and thereby,
improve skills.
Another important aspect of simulator training is that the trainee must have some mechanism of
viewing self-advancement and where appropriate an independent means of determining
performance for establishing levels of competence. This is particularly important where careerlimiting assessments are being implemented and jobs are at risk. For this, the simulator should
provide a real time hard-copy plot of the key operational parameters, for example slew angle,
boom angle, rotational-load, swing-load and safe working load limits. Another important
aspect is the enjoyment factor. After periods of theory, simulator exercises are often viewed as
the highlight of a training programme. Learning value is far more concentrated due to the
interactive nature of the training and the simulator is often preferred to more conventional
receptive type lecturing.

Developing a Real-Time Simulator
A modern day real time simulator is a complex product in the field of computing technology.
To start with, the software is by design and development, completely different from software
that may be developed for other non real-time engineering applications. The key difference is
that the starting point for any mathematical equation be it load inertia or boom movement is not
the equation itself but its derivative with respect to time. Hence, as the system allocates
processing power so the time step can automatically be reduced to provide greater fidelity in
simulator performance. Likewise as computing power becomes consumed with greater
demands, so the time step may be increased to ensure the equations are executed promptly and
the data calculated within a real time frame, providing a realistic look and feel to the simulator.
Early crane training simulators used expensive flight simulator image-generator environments to
provide a rudimentary three-dimensional world to show the view through the Crane Operator’s
window only. Over recent years the price of graphics software and computing power has
tumbled in the market and with the vast increases in processing power and storage space, new
technology is now available to offer immensely detailed 3D worlds, with photographic textures
offering a realistic look and feel to the views. Likewise, the modern day, multi-tasking real time
simulator is based on a distributed architecture with a central simulation computer processing
the math model, reading the electronic inputs from the tactile controls and generating the
suitable responses for the various gauges, panel lamps and Man Machine Interfaces, whilst
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communicating across a high speed network to a state of the art image generator, which itself
draws and textures the 3D world in real time.
Another important aspect of the real-time training simulator is its ability to update
simultaneously the various outstations, such as the sound system, the Banksman’s view, the
instructor facility, the 3D visual world and the various data displays and alarm panels ensuring
continuity. As the model executes so these outstations are routinely checked for changes
invoked by the trainee and simultaneously receive the necessary data to update the on screen
Human Machine Interface (HMI) and panel displays. This ensures the simulator has a
responsive feel, accommodates the varied interactions of the trainee and generates the necessary
stimuli to enforce real-world procedures during simulator exercises. Furthermore the instructor
can instigate equipment malfunctions or adverse weather conditions during the training process
to establish competence in the event of unexpected incidents.

Specific Applications for Crane Training Simulation
The specific needs of a crane-training simulator are apparent when one reviews the physical
hardware associated with a typical crane environment offshore. For the KraneSIM-6000
simulator the development was split in to three main areas:
Training Environment Ergonomics
Hardware Fabrication
Software Development
The software as the most complex part was further divided as follows:3D world development and image-generation
Math Model: Crane Mechanics, Rope Dynamics and Load Collision
Instructor Facility: Set up, monitor and record exercises
HMI’s: The Safe Load Indicator Screen and the Crane Alarms Panel
Banksman Station: Visual Interface and Communications System
In the 1980’s the million-dollar price tag for well control simulators inhibited uptake of the new
technology and by 1990 was definitely hindering the buy-in to a competency based certification
system. This was expressed by many training schools at an IADC well control conference in
Stevanger around this time. It appeared that drilling simulators were only available to the
wealthy National Oilfield Operators and large Drilling Contractors and Service Companies.
Naturally any migration towards a competency based certification system for crane training
using simulators for practical assessment, could be subjected to similar experiences arising from
the indigenous high cost of image generation equipment.
To overcome this concern, the image generation system as the highest cost item had to be
carefully reviewed. One of the key considerations is that the Crane Operator ideally requires a
near 180-degree lateral view and 60 degrees above the horizon to 60 degrees below the horizon
looking down to the supply boat. Historically this has been addressed by providing multiple
vision channels and multiple projection systems facing into the crane cabin ~ enclosing the
Crane Operator in a visual chamber. This system was used for the early flight simulators
whereby each cockpit window had a back projected image, each one stitched to its image
neighbour. For some Crane Simulators this results in 3 or even 4 vision pipes and
proportionately a high build cost. If a Banksman’s view, one looking up from the supply vessel,
were included as well, then the cost of the Image Generation system alone would be
considerable.
In early 2001, a range of low cost dome projection systems became available in the market with
specialised front projector wide-angle lenses that offered a spherical all round view. Before its
emergence, dome projection systems were limited to large domes of several metres in diameter
and used in hi-fidelity flight and military simulators, with 3 projectors facing into the dome to
generate the correct visual dome effect.
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Stitching the 3 images from 3 individual projectors requires regular projector adjustment. The
projectors themselves are frequently large, dissipate considerable heat and depending on the
focal length, are usually positioned some distance from the projection screen. This in itself,
results in the projectors being above and behind the Operators, who themselves, have to sit
away from the dome surface. Unfortunately as the distance from the dome to the Operator
increases, so the benefits of the dome environment offering visual immersion rapidly diminish.
The obvious advantage of these new smaller dome systems is that for a single seat training
simulators, viz. a viz. the Crane environment, the Operator’s view can be furnished by just one
image generator vision pipe. If the additional Banksman’s view is required, then a total of two
vision channels would still keep the image generation system within reasonable budget and
therefore more widely accessible.
The next specific consideration for the Offshore Crane Simulator was to address the loading and
back-loading from a vessel moving on a dynamic sea, with the Crane being affected by the
motion of semi-submersible rig. Whilst some simulators consider offloading but not backloading, many more only consider load pickup and set down from a stationary rig to a stationary
supply boat. A crane operation on an offshore semi-submersible rig is the most challenging
training environment. Additional swing loads and gyratory forces are manifested through the
rig’s structure, up the Pedestal and into the crane boom and from here into the load itself. More
boom compensation is required when picking up the load at extreme working limit radial
distances and the general motion of the rig must be accounted for in the pickup or set down
timing.
Engine systems, hydraulic systems, pre-job checks, mechanical systems were all considered in
the overall equation set. Once the main functionality of the crane mechanics was competed, the
whip line and main hoist rope dynamics were modelled. This apparently small task in fact
resembles a considerable mathematical accomplishment; as the rope must accurately model
resultant forces from the load, boom swing, inertia and elasticity, as each Crane Operator
counteracts the swing by slew movement compensation.
In modern day crane operations, the Crane Operator is in constant 2-way radio contact with the
Banksman and the pickup process is primarily initiated by the banksman once the Slinger has
given the ‘all clear’. Although the Banksman may give hand signals at close range, this is not
the main basis for lifting control on an offshore installation. Therefore it was important for the
simulator environment to offer a Banksman’s station with verbal interaction between a pseudo
Banksman and the trainee Crane Operator. In this training mode, the Instructor undertakes the
Banksman’s role. From the Instructor Station, a second vision channel looking up from the
vessel or from the pipe deck of the rig gives the Banksman’s perspective. Banksman’s mobility
is controlled through the Instructor Joystick to ensure the correct views can be seen at all times.
Furthermore a series of touch screen icons are provided on the Instructor Station that generate
animated images of both the Banksman on the pipe deck and the Banksman on the boat, for the
Crane Operator to observe. These arm signals for slewing, lowering or raising the load for
example, complement the communications that the Crane Operator is receiving over the radio
from the Instructor. Since the 3D world and screen size may provide some visual limitations,
the hand signals are also projected onto a separate display to one side of the Operator. The
rapid selection of views from either the pipe deck Banksman’s perspective or the supply boat
Banksman’s perspective can be quickly selected by the Instructor, whilst the load is slewed
from boat to rig or vice versa.
These features allow the instructor to test the arm signal recognition and understanding of the
Crane Operator and also undertake other training scenarios such as blind-lifts.
Two touch screen Student Stations, adjacent to the Operator are provided. The first is the
emulated safe load indicator, in the case of the KraneSIM-6000 the MIPEG system was
emulated. The second station provides an interactive screen for the Crane Alarms panel and
head up display of the arm signals. Use of touch screen technology is clearly more suitable than
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mouse or keyboard controls and trainees quickly gain orientation and navigate around these
peripheral control systems with ease.
The instructor station is positioned behind the Operator’s chair in a self-contained area. From
here the instructor can undertake exercise configuration, trainee monitoring and competency
assessment. The Instructor can also observe the status of the armchair pannier switches on
screen. The main instructor station functions include, Simulation Control, Exercise Loading
and Saving Facilities, Run Time Data Display, Session Plotting and malfunction initiation.
Finally, the armchair panniers were designed and manufactured to mimic the exact field control
panels from a Kenz Pedestal Crane. The consoles incorporate joysticks and pushbuttons to gain
the required look and feel of the field equipment. This resemblance to originality not only
serves for rapid visual recognition by the trainee but also, results in the correct ergonomic feel.
The ability for the instructor to inject Malfunctions or Contingencies during the course of an
exercise provides the single most benefit to simulator training. Here the Instructor can readily
test reaction times and thought processing capability of each trainee. Many interactive
malfunctions were programmed into the simulator including equipment failures, weather
worsening conditions, loss of power and Overloading scenarios. Another key malfunction
provided was loss of vessel dynamic positioning power followed by a subsequent whip line
fouling of the vessel. The instructor can then test the correct emergency response by the Crane
Operator for such a situation whilst controlling the drift of the supply boat through the instructor
station.
Although the simulator provides a reliable basis for training and assessing Skills during normal
operations it is by definition only part of the overall package that comprises a comprehensive
competency based training programme. Responses to symptomatic contingencies are equally as
important, since these cannot be readily assessed safely under field conditions.

Integration with a Training Programme
At the time of preparing this paper OMHEC (Offshore Mechanical Handling Equipment
Committee) are preparing training guidelines for the introduction of simulators for Offshore
Crane Training. It is possible that recommendations for practical assessment using simulators
may be made within the next 12 months. Currently, training programmes are separated into 3
stages as follows:Stage 1 ~ Theory undertaken in the classroom
Stage 2 ~ Deck Level work up to 40 hours required on an installation
Stage 3 ~ Advanced training, rough weather a further 40 hours on seat
In total and depending on the competence level of the Operator during training, a total of some
80 hours accompanied on-the-job training may be required offshore. This has a considerable
cost bearing on installations where bed space may be at a premium. Furthermore boat loading
and unloading operations for a production platform may be quite limited and only last 2-3
hours, so training time may be spread over several days or even weeks.
The simulator should be able to reduce a substantial part of the On-the-Job training time
offshore and provide a means of fast tracking more competent individuals. Simulator Training
to stage 2, 18kts of wind and 1.6m seas should be within reach with perhaps only the last 10-15
hours taken offshore in the crane seat.
It may be possible with a mixture of theory and simulator exercises to reduce Stage 1 and part of
Stage 2 to a 5-day training course as follows:Day 1

Day 2

Welcome Safety Briefing
New Crane Operators
Protocol for use of Two Way Radios
Crane Operator Responsibilities
Slinger & Slinging

Simulator Training
Inter-dispersed with Self Study
Simulator Training
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Day 3
Day 4

Day 5

Banksman & Signalling
Banksman Radio Communication
Simulator Training
Pre-Operational Crane Checks
Access & Safety Equipment
System Checks during Operations
Emergency Load Release System
Gross Overload Protection
Emergency Shutdown Procedures
Bulk Hoses
Vessel & Cargo Handling
Swell Compensation
Helicopter Movements
Blind Lifts

Inter-dispersed with Self Study
Simulator Training
Inter-dispersed with Self Study
Written Test
Simulator Assessment
Course Review

The remaining Stage 2 practical training would be taken offshore in the seat.
The development of any competency based training course should first review the field
personnel Skill Profiles to pin point the general areas of competence where simulation
equipment can be integrated into the course syllabus, to develop intellectual and physical skills.
Specific Instructional Objectives and Learning Tasks are written to include the simulator as the
primary training and assessment tool. Simulation exercises are developed for the purposes of
Demonstration, Skill Development, Skill enhancement and Performance Analysis gauging their
degree of difficulty through the addition of contingencies and problem scenarios.

Simulator Familiarisation
One of the frequently perceived problems of using simulators, as part of training programme is
the length of familiarisation time required by the trainee to find their way round the simulator to
become productive. Indeed for some, the simulator time becomes a bottleneck in the training
and competency assessment process since this requires a defined amount of scheduled time.
This is further accentuated, as each trainee requires an initial period to familiarise themselves
with the pannier layout and how to control key functionality. This familiarisation time can be
reduced by the introduction of a self-study package where the main crane controls are set out
and the working policies of the rig and boat detailed. This may also include a refresher of the
hand signals and radio commands that the Instructor will expect to receive from the trainee
operator during the exercise.
The final part of the training course, ties all the theory and practice together as the Crane
Operator organises and undertakes an offloading or back loading job. This includes a review of
the boat manifest for heavy loads or particularly awkward items, crane pre-start checks, crane
start-up, crane system function tests including boom, hoisting both main and auxiliary, slewing
and function testing the Safe Load Indicator.
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Monitoring Performance and Assessing Competency
In recent years the tendency to use simulators solely to enhance training programmes has been
supplemented by the migration towards competency based practical assessment as part of the
overall structured career development path. It is common for a service company’s training
programme to divide their syllabus into two distinct themes depending on the classification of
the candidate. For example, fixed platform and mobile rig experience in the case of crane
training. Both directly relate to training programmes for Crane operatives but they are separated
into two different skill levels mirroring basic and advanced crane operation techniques where
the needs of specific skills are honed for example in the mobile rig crane environment. The
simulator exercises would be similar for both groups of personnel and divided into the
following categories:Pre-job planning ~ checking the boat manifest
Routine picking up and setting down operations, communications
Compensating the swinging load, using the safe load indicator
Effects of wind and weather worsening
Malfunctions and Emergency Scenarios
The first and foremost requirement is that the trainee Operator can perform his pre-start checks
and understand his way around the various crane controls. Once this has been completed the
instructor allows the student to start the job ~ unloading a boat for example. These basic checks
particularly function testing the safe load indicator are a necessary prerequisite to passing the
initial simulator practical assessment. This part of the practical assessment focuses on the actual
operation of the key mechanical components such as boom movement and hoisting and
understanding of the tactile controls mounted into the panniers. During this period once the
trainee has gained familiarity with the general operation, the instructor can introduce a number
of simpler malfunctions during the simulation exercise. Malfunctions are separated into the
following four main areas:Operational Malfunctions: Overloading due to incorrect manifesting, loads
incorrectly slung that need to be set back down again, loss of radio
communications
Equipment Failures: failed slings, engine overheating, oil pressure loss
Weather Problems, increasing wind, increasing seas, fog
Emergency Incident: emergency load release system, snag ups, loads still secured.
Currently practical offshore crane training may be undertaken onshore using cranes alongside a
dock or at a quarry. Although the real crane can be used to gain skills experience, only the
critical aspects of problem recognition, regrouping and taking corrective action to a contingency
can be accomplished using an interactive simulator. All of the incident scenarios mentioned
above could not be tested on a controlled basis. Consequently, it is only here, within the
controlled environment of a classroom that the instructor can accurately assess competence on a
repeatable unbiased basis from trainee to trainee. Furthermore, the actual field equipment is less
exposed to abuse since initial equipment handling procedures are ironed out on the training
simulator where damage is of a virtual nature only. It is not uncommon to find that with
training on field equipment alone many hours are lost as the trainees spend time waiting for the
equipment to be maintained or retested before scheduled training can begin. Considerable
savings on maintenance and reduced costs of training within a climate-controlled classroom are
often welcomed benefits for both Instructor and Trainee.
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It is the methodology used by the trainee in reacting to the contingencies that perhaps is one of
the key benefits of the training simulator. Trainees who become stressed under emergency
conditions are readily identified and can be offered additional coaching. Operators, whose
trouble-shooting skills are well rehearsed on a simulator can control a worsening situation with
ease, and respond with speed and accuracy to implement remedial measures when exposed to
such threats in the field.
Although individual ability in the crane simulator environment is assessed on an individual
basis, a team training exercise can also be built around an offloading or back-loading exercise
with an associated emergency event. Role-playing Banksman, Slinger, OIM and Ship’s Master
can all be involved via a radio link. In this imaginary scenario, the supply boat looses dynamic
positioning power and with increasing weather worsening situation the Crane Operator is forced
to make a decision whether to continue or stop crane operations. Pressure from the OIM to
continue the offloading operation and recover critical items to the safety of the rig could trigger
a major event such as pennant fouling the boat, which is now drifting off station. The team
members already organised into their specific roles, take part in making decisions and ensuring
as far as possible the emergency incident is bought back under control.

International Standards of Competence:
Before reviewing the applicability of a competency certification system to Crane Operations it
is worth reviewing the path through the last two decades of the competency based assessment
system for well control. Like crane operations, well control is a singularly important event that
is centred at the rig site.
In the case of well control, the search for common Standards for training and certification of
staff who are responsible for key operational areas at the well-site began in Europe in the early
1980s. During this period the industry focused its attention on well control with the formation
of a group of representatives from National Energy Ministries and related Government bodies,
Industry Trade Associations and Trade Unions. In 1984, a working party under the auspices of
the European Commission (EC) Safety and Health commission for the Mining and other
Extractive Industries reviewed the existing voluntary training schemes of the various member
states and recommended (Document No 7675/8/84 EN) the introduction of a general syllabus of
training and suggestions for methods of testing and certifying, drillers and drilling supervisors
in well control.
In 1989, the European Well Control Forum, EWCF, was formed with nominees from major
European oil exploration countries. The task of devising the European Standards of Well
Control Certification was initiated by a working party of technically skilled and experienced
drilling specialists, trainers and examiners in August 1989. In 1993, the EWCF, on behalf of the
industry it represented, implemented the EWCF well-control testing programme that involved
competency assessment using real-time drilling and well control simulators. After the Cullum
report the meaning of standards for industry took on greater focus, as the EWCF being driven
by both proactive oilfield operators and service companies alike, became wide spread across
Europe. These same European oilfield Operators subsequently required their drilling personnel
to have an EWCF certificate in both local and overseas locations. Consequently, a number of
satellite training institutes in the Middle East, Far East and the United States were set up as
accredited EWCF assessment centres, offering local certification closer to the Oil Company’s
field operations. The certification process involves two written tests and a simulator practical
assessment. A pass mark in all three sections must be achieved to obtain the IWCF certificate.
By 1995, the European Well Control Forum had become an internationally recognised
association and adopted a wider profile being re-named the International Well Control Forum
and known as the IWCF. By March 2002, the IWCF has tested over 55,000 students in 193
locations in 57 different countries since the first programme was implemented in January 1993.
Furthermore, there are 30 memberships at National or Regional level with 127 member
companies in the Forum.
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In the United States, the IADC (International Association of Drilling Contractors) in response to
the growth of the IWCF, introduced its own WellCAP accreditation programme in 1995 based
around similar principles to the MMS requirements of prescriptive training. The WellCAP
program is now operated worldwide with many training schools gaining both WellCAP
accreditation and IWCF assessment centre status. WellCAP focuses on prescription of the
training time and tutored topics whereas the IWCF is solely concerned with competency and is
not involved in prescribing how that competency is achieved. Many schools have both
WellCAP accreditation and IWCF assessment centre status. Simulators guidelines are laid
down in the IWCF guidelines but are not so rigorously considered under the IADC WellCAP
programme. Today, well control training and certification is world wide with almost every
Operator, Drilling Contractor and Service Company in every country involved with either the
IADC WellCAP or the IWCF programmes.

Simulators and Multi-skilling Competency
The increasing tendency of oilfield operators today as their business strategies embrace the
integrated service company approach is to develop an all-round oilfield operative, flexible
enough and sufficiently multi-disciplined to understand and communicate across a variety of rig
site tasks. In some fixed installations, the more straightforward crane operations may be
performed by any number of personnel including the Offshore Installation Manager. Although
this concept is not currently being adopted by all oil companies around the world, with some
still retaining the conventional lines of demarcation in developing skills, the opportunity
afforded by current day training programs with the advent of the wide range of simulator
training means that more personnel can be offered these multi-skilling qualities. Consequently,
it is now practical to train the Lead Roustabout as the backup Crane Operator.

Conclusions
Three distinct of areas of learning have been identified, Awareness, Knowledge and Skills.
Skills training for personnel involved in offshore crane operations is conventionally undertaken
through a mixture of exposure to real field equipment at a dedicated training centre, or
principally On-the-Job training on the rig. Training programmes can now, for a significant part,
be completed in the safety of the classroom following the introduction of a visually immersive,
crane training simulator, offering exposure to a wide variety of contingency training. An
opportunity is also afforded to test the Crane Operator under simulated stressful conditions.
Besides instructional operator training the simulator can be used as a focal point for assessing
competency beyond core responsibilities as part of a wider training and assessment program
leading to a Crane Operations certificate that is pan-European in initially and ultimately globally
recognised using pertinent simulation equipment. The tools are now in place for such a system
to develop and grow.
The industry, through the IWCF and IADC has already implemented such a certification for
well control. It is now possible that a successful similar system could be readily introduced for
Crane Operations through an industry representative body such as OMHEC.
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